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	You may know When Dinosaurs Ruled the Earth as a goofy humans-coexisting-withdinosaurs
	movie from the 1970s. However, in technology circles, “When Dinosaurs
	Ruled the Earth” refers to a grim humans-coexisting-with-mainframes story from
	the 1970s. I refer, of course, to IBM and its brontosaurus-size computers (called
	mainframes). Those hulking machines aren’t extinct (for example, they’re still used
	for massive tasks such as airline scheduling, payroll processing, and tracking Lost
	plotlines), but they were supplanted by a couple of kids in a garage who founded
	Microsoft and built the Windows-centric world we live in today.


	However, Microsoft is now more than 35 years old and has dominated the desktop for
	most of that time. Is Microsoft the new dinosaur of the tech world? If so, then what
	digital mammals are looking to take over that world? (Man, stretching metaphors
	can be so tiring!) Most pundits and prognosticators think it just might be Google.
	This nimble and adaptable company already dominates search and online advertising,
	and now it’s taking more or less direct aim at Microsoft with a new operating system
	called Google Chrome OS.


	But Google’s goal isn’t to dominate the desktop, because there is no desktop in
	Chrome OS. Instead, everything happens online: creating documents, spreadsheets,
	and presentations, collaborating with other people, e-mailing, sharing photos, you
	name it. It’s a radically new way of computing, and if you find the whole idea headscratchingly
	odd and more than a little confusing, then you’ve come to the right
	place. Welcome to The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Google Chrome and Chrome OS.


	In this book, you’ll learn everything you need to know (but thankfully not everything
	there is to know) about Google Chrome OS and its tied-at-the-hip partner, the
	Google Chrome web browser—from understanding this “cloud computing” business
	that lies at the heart of Google Chrome OS to configuring the system, surfing with
	Chrome, to getting things done “out there” where Chrome OS lives. All that and I
	promise you we’ll even have a bit of fun while we’re at it.
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Upheaval: Turning Points for Nations in CrisisLittle, Brown and Company, 2019

	
		
			A "riveting and illuminating" Bill Gates Summer Reading pick about how and why some nations recover from trauma and others don't (Yuval Noah Harari), by the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of the landmark bestseller Guns, Germs, and Steel.
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Parallel and Distributed Computing and Networks: International Conference, PDCN 2010Springer, 2011

	We are delighted to present the proceedings of the 2010 International Conference
	on Parallel and Distributed Computing and Networks (PDCN 2010) held in
	Chongqing, China, during 13–14 December, 2010. The objective of PDCN is to
	provide a forum for researchers, educators, engineers, and government officials
	involved in the general...
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The Rootkit Arsenal: Escape and Evasion in the Dark Corners of the SystemJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2012

	While forensic analysis has proven to be a valuable investigative tool in the field of computer security, utilizing anti-forensic technology makes it possible to maintain a covert operational foothold for extended periods, even in a high-security environment. Adopting an approach that favors full disclosure, the updated Second Edition of The...
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Modeling Our World: The ESRI Guide to Geodatabase DesignESRI Press, 2000

	All geographic information systems (GIS) are built using formal models that describe how things are located in space. A formal model is an abstract and well-defined system of concepts. It defines the vocabulary that we can use to describe and reason about things. A geographic data model defines the vocabulary for describing and reasoning...
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Sparse Representations and Compressive Sensing for Imaging and Vision (SpringerBriefs in Electrical and Computer Engineering)Springer, 2013

	Compressed sensing or compressive sensing is a new concept in signal processing where one measures a small number of non-adaptive linear combinations of the signal.  These measurements are usually much smaller than the number of samples that define the signal.  From these small numbers of measurements, the signal is then...
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Cloud Computing: Principles and ParadigmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Cloud computing has recently emerged as one of the buzzwords in the ICT
	industry. Numerous IT vendors are promising to offer computation, storage,
	and application hosting services and to provide coverage in several continents,
	offering service-level agreements (SLA)-backed performance and uptime promises
	for their services. While...
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